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Go to www.inmagic.comlIiblis8 right now and 
treat yourself to  an executive briefing on how lnmagic 
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and career with kirnagic. 
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sehoiariy content avaiiabie cniine. 
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or  pay-per-view And psi-ons car, order docume~ts from tens 
of thausands more for fx or Ariel deikery kVth Ingentz's 
cuating-edge management toois and ernaii asertlqg services, 
iibraries of ali sizes tan quicky and cost-effectively enhance 
their research capzbiiities asd better meet their pafrono' needs. 
inform www.sla.org 
If yocare being asked to justify money spent on external resources, Janice Keeler 
recommends a simple solution: maximize value and minimize costs. W2en it  comes to 
preparing a smart budget, Keeler offers advice and steps to make the most of your 
organization's information sources and needs. 
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For information ~rofessionais, i t  seems apparent Librarianship skills are a centrai componert 
of knowledge management. M5chael Koenig proposes the bainess wor;d has been "woefuliy 
uninformed about that relationship." Is the business world avoiding the "L" word? 
Dissecting the stages of kncw..edge management, Koenig suggests this gap can and shobid 
be bridged-soon. 
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Although a company's value was often measured in the past by quantity of prodmtion, today 
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(#4008) The Kennedy Library at Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo (member of 
23-campus CSU system), is seeking a full time 12-month tenure track 
business and agribusiness librarian, senior asst level, $48,156-$60,0G(3/ 
yr., dependent on qualifications and experience. The candidate shorrld 
possess a strong service and energetic outreach perspective, and a back- 
ground in business and/or agribusiness. This individual will provide a 
variety of reference and subject specialist related services including ref- 
erence desk, information literacy instruction, faculty collaboration and 
outreach, collection deveioprnect. Working with the Digital Teaching 
Library staff, the candidate will collaborate with teaching faculty to 
develop digital collections and courseware. Qualifications: ALP,-accred- 
ited MLS required; subject relevant undergradilate degree or experience 
as a subject specialist librarian in business and/or agribusiness within 
an academic setting including reference work, instruction, faculty con- 
tact, collecrion development, compilations of instructional and resource 
Web pages. Preference given to undergraduate cr graduate bu-' olness 
degree or experience in the private sector, knowledge of applying GI§ to 
business and agribusiness marketing, experience with designing and 
developing digital coliections and courseware. Applications can be re- 
quested by calling 805-756-5785. Submit applications to Dean of Li- 
brary Services, Gal Poiy, San Lzis Obispo, CA 934.37; refer to recxit- 
ment code #4007.Visit the library's home page at www.lib.calpoly.edc 
for a M I  job description. Deadline: May 1, 2002. EEC 
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Stand& & Boors' 
We are at a time both opportune and critical for our association to improve. 
SLA's existing byiaws prevent us from being flexible and responsive to the 
changing needs of our current membership and obstruct our ability to seize 
opportucities to bring new collaborators into our network. 
Networking is the greatest value that SLA offers. Our association is oniy vaiu- 
able if the network is broad and deep. Deciining membership and deciining 
participation ir. various SLA activities dilutes our vaiue because rLe fabric of 
our network is weakened. As an association we need dc focus on the big 
picture to retain current members and recruit new ones. 
This is the message that I have heard loud and ciear from my chapter visits, 
and 1 believe it is my responsibility to use my time as president to focus on this 
initiarive to streamline so that we can focus on wha: is important and not on 
how we do things. Today we are not the responsive association John Cotton 
Dana helped found; we have become the bureaucracy it was founded to counter. 
Since changing byiaws is a time-consuming and expensive process, we need to 
m e  the opportunity to make changes that will free us in the f-~ture to act flex- 
ibly rather than just change those things that we are sure need changing today. 
There are also certain additions to the bylaws document, not oniy to bring us 
into compliance with the laws of the state of New York where we are incor~o-  
rated, but also to position us to take advantage of future legal changes when 
they happen. 
When the bylaw cnanges were introduced at the SLA Winter Meeting, the lead- 
ership from divisions, chapters and committees in attendance brcught up con- 
cerns importan: to then.  The board is reflecting on these and. will be present- 
ing z revised document based on member feedback. If you have any improve- 
ments or c0ncer.x to raise, make sure we hear them. Please watch the SLA 
Web site for documents concerning the changes in governance that are being 
propcsed. Come to :he Annual Business Meeting to vc?e or, whether the byiaw 
changes will be sent to the general membership for ratification by mail ballot. 
Help us move toward the future in putting knowledge to work. 
Hope N. Tiilman, SLA President 
Janice Keeier is the Global Externa! Content manoger for kccenture. Her comments aw based on her own experience in 
severalfirms pius discussions with other content managers, and do not reflect oficia! policy of her employer. She wil! 
be facilitating a roundtable discussion for people who manage globa! enterprise content contracts at  the X.4 ccnference 
in June. She can be reached at  janice.~kee!er@accenture.com. 
on database contracts and usage? Are your users searching the Internet and thinking that's aaU the content they need? 
Have you been renewing the same sources for years just because you think they're useful to somebody? 
Actively managing external content selection and con- 
tracts in order to maximize value and minimize costs is 
essential, especially in these economic times. Don't wait 
mti i  somebody targers your budget for cuts or tries to 
define the parameters of value for you ("You only have 
five researchers using that source; surely, you don't need 
to spezd that much money just for them!"). 
"External content" refers to the set of information sources 
or products produced outside your own organization for 
which the providers must be paid. I am not addressing 
the ever-dwindling amonnt of quality information avail- 
able for free on rhe Internet, alrhough you should keep 
evaluating such sources in conjunct~on with those you 
pay for. Aiso out of scope are technical options for mazxi- 
mizing miue and minimizing costs. I am focusing on the 
contect irseif and the financial issues surrounding exter- 
nai conte~lt acquisit!on, management and use. 
I believe certain key issues are relevant to managing ex- 
ternal content i~ all formats, whether your organization 
hosts the content internally on an intranet or portal, con- 
nects users to information providers' sites on the Interne: 
or uses CDs or other methods of delivering the informa- 
tion. I hope these ideas help you build a solid business 
case to support your budget requests, provide the best 
combination of Soxces for your organization and make 
the =os:: cost-effective use of your budget. 
t J ~ r 4 ! ~ ; ~ l ; ~ c f  fo;:r Pia>;-::l:zarf,$~,"- i ~ f : , r ~ ~ & + ; a ~  $P&s 
* Always be aware of your organization's business strategy 
and priodries. Align your content purchases to the types 
131 sorrrces and topics your organization requires to achieve 
its objectives. As business needs change, yo:.: need to re- 
spond 2y adding and dropping sources tc make sure your 
msources are relevant. Read about your organization's 
strategy wherever if is documented, including your pu5- 
-. 
.K Web site. Network with people in various groups to 
Scd out what they expect to be working on in the futu~e. 
Consider an information audit or formal interviews 
about information needs. Adopt your users' terminol- 
ogy to inquire about the information they need and 
how they use it-not what specific sources rhey want. 
Many articles, books and consuitants are available to 
help you define and conduct an informarion audit or 
needs assessment. You may be able to get assistance 
from your own organization's primary research team 
if you have one. If you don't have rime or a budget for 
a formal needs assessment, network informally with 
your researchers and users to see what topics are hot. 
if you have access to a database of research requests or 
to discussion forums, monitor these to see if you can 
spot new issues or topics that may indicate a need for 
new sources. 
Once you have identified your organization's strategic 
direction and specific information needs, identify the 
key types or categories of information needed. For ex- 
ample, you may need news, company information, in- 
dustry information, chemical information, standards, 
legal and regulatory information, econometric and de- 
mographic data or other various types of information. 
Define these broad categories to the level of detail that 
makes sense for your coilection and the products you 
are evaluating. 
Seek evaluations and comparisons of external content 
products. Collect detailed data from information pro- 
viders. Read publications that cover information indus- 
try news  an^ products. Subscribe to publications or 
market research services that publish evaluations or 
comparisons of information products. 
Do your own product comparisons for key informa- 
tion categories, using criteria important to your or- 
ganization. Develop a detailed list of different topics 
within each category by which you can compare the 
sources you plan to evaluate. Your evaluation should 
include subject coverage, quality of coverage {with 
notes on nethcdoiogy] , depth/volume of coverage, 
geographic scope of coverage, language options, up- 
date frequency, functionality (search versus browse 
and advanced search features] and cost/measures of 
existing demand or usage for two sources you already 
have. In addition to evaluating the content and k n c -  
tionality of each source itself, you may a!so want to 
include customer service issues snch as training avail- 
,. .- ?;: ;.k:? $l':."c ;&rB T: ">i. ';Tx?;. * ?-.re - il .AT . : -. c",% ,t-!.- ,?,c, %P ?..? 
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@ Make sure your corsracts specify some type of training 
for ycur users and "at users are aware training is avail- 
able. Make nse of any relevant form of training offered 
by the information provider. 3eveiop your own train- 
. ~ lag, gob aids or FAQs to complement training offered 
by the information provider ss  that you can tailor the 
ability and format, customer service hours and sup- 
port quality. 
Subdivide your categories or increase :he detail in your 
list of criteria to clarify the distinctions between simiiar 
sources in your key categories. If you are dealing with 
global companies, d o c u ~ e n t  whether or not financials 
are "as reportee" or standardized. If they are standard- 
ized, what methodology is used to standardize them? 
Compare the nunrber of public and psix~ate companies by 
country in gloM cornpay directories. For news sources, 
you night want to compare the scope of geographic cov- 
erage at tke level of continents, countries or cities de- 
pending on yea- organization's needs. For exampie, does 
the scarce include regionai newspapers where ycur fac- 
tories are located? 
@ Create a table to evaiuate qecific sources by the cat- 
egories and criteria you have identified. Putting your 
evaluatio~s into a table for each category and directly 
comparing ali sources you are considering makes the 
evaluatiocs more rigorous and shows comparisons in 
a concise graphical format. 
Indicate the extent to which you think each ssource cov- 
ers each topic or other requirement. Yoir may use words, 
nambers or graphical figures to indicate the value you 
think a given source offers. Some of these icdicators will 
be facts obtained from inforEation providers and soae  
criteria require value judgments based on your knowi- 
edge of the product and yocr organization's needs, Once 
you have filled i~ your analysis for each source on each 
line of your matrix, you will have an easy way to spot 
gaps and overlaps. 
Conduct product trials for the most important sources, 
preferably comparing simiiar sources to each other. Re- 
member that product testing tirw costs =cney and that 
similar sources may be available. Think carefully before 
doing a =ajar triai wiaen someone offers a free trial pass- 
word for a new product. 
information to your orpazizatio~. Training adds value 
by helping your users recognize the hl1  benefits sf a 
product and h ~ w  to use it effectively. Depending on 
the compiexity of the source, the technical infrastruc- 
rure, tke nnmber of users acd their positions or re- 
searcil expertise, you may require some form of train- 
ing before a person receives access rs a source. 
% Com=unicate about the content, features and benef3s 
cf the available sources. Once yoz have purchased an 
es te r~a l  co~ten t  product, let peopie know about it so 
they will use it and ge: vaiue from the investment. 
Ccmmunica" eabcnt the available types 2nd potential 
nses of inforEation. T ie  amount of detaii In your corn- 
mnnicatlons m s t  depend oc your audience. If yon are 
marketing specific somces, give an idea of the benefits 
or applications, not just a laundry list of conteEt and 
fearures. 
Vary yocr methods of communication. Consider descrip- 
tive postings and news items in your intranet or ~ o r t a i ,  
e1ec:ronic newslerters, presentations to group meeti~gs 
or new employee orientations. 
Negotiate increased usage and redistribution rights to 
improve value. You can increase the value of yonr con- 
tent expenditure 5y negotiating usage parameters a d  
seeking broader access or redistribution rights. Resist 
terns that allow no reproduction or distribstion of even 
the smallest excerpt of informatioc, or restrict use to a 
single physical location. Ssek sources that ailow use 
of excerpts with proper attribution. Seek products that 
allow zesearchers to redistribuie ad-hoc copies of re- 
ports or articies to others in your organization within 
m~tual ly  agreed limits. 
'3 r, .+ .;.: ,p, ,* * . , - .  
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e Condxt mrveys. Think about co~ducting an annual 
survey of yonr researchers and ask ',hem to rate the 
iqmrtance of each of your sources. 3sef:ai questions 
ru.r* * +-.. ?* .... A--. : &A *p #..d a, 9 -: e,z .'*. 5 c. .  2 
- 5 : -4 ::A ?d j? , A good day. A fantastic day. The pressure was on 
You delivered. Facts at yoilr ficgertips. The power to  s fad? .  Your way. Pinpoint precision. 
Besr con;enl. Dow Jones aqd Reuters. Two global leaders. One incredible new service. 
Visit wwcv.factiva.com/fadiva to find obt more 
include their frequency of use, rating of the mpor'lance be sure to provide context, note trends In the dara acd 
of each source and need for training. 3e sure ro seek inciude other evidence of the value of the source as well. 
comments and examples of how each source helps in 
their work. Such feedback heips Sniid a business case 
for renewals and also heips you prioririze when bud- 
~ ~ . @ ~ ~ j & & ~ ~ g &  
gets am tight. 
e There are two aspects ro minimizing content costs. One 
If you have sources that are cpen to end-users in your is the amonnt of money actuaily paid by your e n k - ~  
organization and not just researchers, y ~ u  mzy also SUP- 
vey these users or inchde them in prodUct trials. Gelting 
input from people who are registered users of a particu- 
iar source can br very important ic evaluating wkether 
or not to renew it. Yo3 may evez be able to parxer with 
the information provider ao conduct a survey for you, if 
you agree on the usage and parameters of the survey dara 
in advance. 
But be wary of random written surveys ~ s k i n g  people 
who don't use exrernzi content sources directiy or fre- 
quently to provide input about a long list of specific named 
sources. i f  you survey or interview these peopie, ask 
them about the types of informatior, :hey neeci, not prod- 
uct names. 
One of the most imprtant things yon can get frcm sur- 
veying or interviewing the r~eople in yonr organization is 
evidence of how a particular source provided ac"ua1 value, 
especialiy if you can get q.atanrifiats:Le measuxs such as 
es~iaated time saved or vzlue of contracts won. Coiiect 
testimonials and concrete examples of providing value in 
any way your users define value. 
Monitor Qsape d m .  Collect statistical data on usage, 
including the number of users or volume of use, using 
whatever statistics can be meamred given your teckni- 
cal infrastruckre aad the data csllectior, capability of 
the infor~~at ion provldez Document user statistics by 
demographic criteria such as group, location or per- 
sonnel level. Document usage statistics by service to 
help guide or justify renewal decisions. For e x a ~ p i e ,  if 
yoll buy five services from a market research provider, 
are all of :hers. being used3 
orgarization to an icformation provider; the other is 
the way costs are ailocated within your organization 
and whether they end up in your g roq ' s  budget or 
sorrxwhere else. RE may have some contrd over the 
former and littie contra1 over the latter, but they are 
both worth some consideration to see if yon save azly 
flexibility 
e Review and change  you^ content prtfolic to reduce 
unnecessary eqendimres. Drop products if yanr orga- 
nization is no longer involved in the adivity the source 
covers [after a divestiture), if nszge data shows a 2eep 
decline or if your surveys and in'rerviews reveal that a 
source is no longer valued. Spesd your money s n  
sources that are ~elevant o your organization's cur- 
renr needs and strategic pricirities. Doc't renew sources 
year afkr year just because you have always had them. 
Xven if sources are used and valued, do you really need 
several that offer very similar types of i~formation? i f  
budger is tight, ycc may need to drop sometking tkar 
overlaps with other soxrces to be able to put scarce h n d s  
toward filling a gap in coverage. 
* Consolidate content purchases to obtain volume dis- 
counts. Some inform.aticn providers wili tell you that 
other depar t~en ts  in your organization are also Swy- 
ing content from them and some will not. However, if 
you haven't already consolidated content ccntmcts iato 
sicglr agreemexts, try to identify oppcrknities fcir do- 
icg so. This takes a lot of tize, Srzt can also save a lot 
of money. Ibn nay be able to leverage your pnrchases 
to get vokme discouxts instead of buykg at the single- 
copy price or for a low number of users. 
Statistical measures are useful indicators, but :hey shouid 0 Negotiate pricing; work with ywx organization's pur- 
not be the only ;neasures on which a source is evaiuated. chasing group if possible. Your organization's purcbzs- 
A source may be used by relatively few peopie but stiii inp department may be wiliing %a share their exper'lise 
be worih the investment if the source is unique and the or provide a person to help you negotiate your content 
user group is srrategicaliy important in the organizatioc. pnzchases. They are adept at negotiating prices, al- 
If you are asked to report usage statistics to manageaent, though you n a y  have to educate your purchasing agent 

about the differences between h y i n g  commodity prod- 
ucts (such as office products) and proprietary copy- 
riglared products. 
e Consider varying levels and forms of access or purchase 
smaller contracts. You n a y  be abie to control costs by 
negotiating and purchasing different Ieveis of access for 
power users (such as researchers) and occasional users. 
Consider purchasing fewer seats if some of your licensed 
users don't really use the source. So~et imes you can 
negotiate for concurrent-use seats instead of naming 
individuals for products sold on a per-user basis. 
Changilrg the method of accessing the product may also 
increase value ar save costs. Consider options for saving 
money by purchasing a different format or paymrnt plan 
(such as a n c ~ t h l y  CD or pay-per-use access instead of a 
big annual subscription contract for a Web product that 
is not heavily used). 
Content pricing models are hugely complex and beyond 
the scope of this article, but talking to your information 
providers and users about alternatives can lead to sav- 
ings if you find a cheaper solution that stiil meets your 
needs. 
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Content budgets are funded in a wide variety of ways and 
through many cor~.bina:ions of the following EodeIs: 
e Content costs are in a single central infcrmaiion bud- 
get and users are not charged either directIy or by spe- 
cific allocation *Lo :heir groups. 
6 Content costs are in a central budget 3ut the total con- 
tent budget is redistributed by allocation to varirious 
departments, based or, percentage of use, number of 
persocnel or some other measure. 
Content is purchased centrally, but costs for specific 
sources are divided among variosls groups. Here, each 
group contributes ,bun& to pay for a specific number 
of users, specific services or other content-related costs, 
such as analyst hours on market research services. 
Charge numbers cr projecr codes are applied to every 
search or every password so that costs are attributed to 
the indii~iduals w$o access or receive the information. 
There are pros and cons to each of these budget models, 
and yozr organizational culmre may dictate which model 
you are expected to follow. Tie bottom line is to manage 
your budget in the most businesslike manner. 
You ~ a y  need to skift fron;: one funding Eodei to an- 
other for specific sources, types of sources or Ieveis of 
access. For exampk, if you are searching expensive spe- 
cia!ty databases thar only pertain to a few groups or 
projects, yolr may want to get the funding for those data- 
bases from the rekvant group or charge back those 
searches to the individuals requesting the search. On the 
oker  hand, if you have impcrtant and generaiiy relevan? 
sources being charged to indiv%iuals per passv~ord or per 
search, investigate options of utilizing your usage data 
and user feed5ack to get sponsorship for making the in- 
vestDent at a higher lev& to reduce ad~izinistrative costs 
and widen access. Even if you do not currerttly cjarge 
jack for usage, consider using :he cost accounting func- 
tions in many information providers' software or in ycur 
intranet or portal to capture usage data by project, group 
or requester. This will enable you to docuaent which 
groups and projects are being supported by your con ta t  
investment, whatever your fi:n&ing n ~ d e l .  
e Identify stakeholders and get sponsorship. Even if you 
are cot seeking innding from different groups in your 
organization, identify influential indi-iriduals in rhz 
groups you suppor? and communicate with them. Make 
sure you understand their needs but also ~r.:ake sure 
they understand how your content expenditures sup- 
port the orgacizarion's cbjectives, Don't wait until bud- 
get cuts are rhreatened. If you have testimoniais an", 
support from these individnais about the value of the 
sources you provide, yoi: have a better chaace of con- 
tinuing to have the budge: :c provide them, 
6 Recognize that actively managing content rakes a lot 
of time. Activeiy maaaging a large n u ~ b e r  of content 
products can be a fuii time job for one or more people, 
es~eciaiiy if you are consolida:ing contracts. negotiat- 
ing globai contracts, conductxg major surveys and 
protuct trials or writing targered commur,ications to 
different groups. Leverage your :ir1e by partnering wlfh 
yolrr informarion provide~s as a p r o r i a t e  for market- 
ing materials, traking or heip wi;h slngk prodrrct sur- 
17eys. Consider hiring consultants :c heip you negoti- 
ate contracts, conduct infsrmarioz audits or manage 
muiti-product surveys. 
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caret.-: :dy determine what types of icformation your or- 
ganiza.tior, needs based on organizational priorities. Fur- 
chase the best available set of sources to supply that In- 
form-ation in a cost-effective way. Train zsers and com- 
municate about the types of information available to en- 
sure that people access and use the information to maxi- 
mize va>ae. 3e abie to document the value and usage of 
the products yor: provide. Know who yonr stak~holders 
are and solicit their sponsorship or funding as needed, 
preferabiy before budget cuts strike. g. Y . 
and EBSCO is developing a range of services t o  help 
simplify management tasks and make access easy for your 
pdtrons. Ordering e-journals through EBSCO allows you to  
take advantage of aH the services for which you've 
ttmditlonaliy counted on your serials vendor: eonsoiidated 
invoicing, collection development reports, budgeti~g and 
titles. End users benefit from fast, scalabje search options 
and the ability to  search across an entire e-journal 
collection. 
And we're not finished yet.Thanks t o  your input, we are 
cost allocation assistance and more. For e-journals, we also 
provide a sophisticated range of linking capabiiities 
1 (inclcid~ng SmortLinks from EBSCO and third-party databzses, SFX and reference linking), easy integration with library systems. and authentication for more than 5,806 
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and mosz long Lasting business trend sf recent decades. To Librarians the connection between librarianship and KM 
has Iong seemed obvious. Indeed, in some fundamental sense i t  can be argued that KM i s  librarianship, or at Least a 
direct descendant. 
it cot difficult to see rhis family tree-documentation was 
Iibrarianship with a few more components; information 
resources management was documentation with a few 
more components; and knowledge management is infor- 
rnat io~ resources management with a few more compo- 
nents. While it seems obvious to us ti7at the skills of 
librarianship are a cen- 
tral component of KM, 
the business world has 
been woefully unin- 
formed and obruse 
about that relationship 
[at iezst as it seems to rhose of us in the library world). 
- ihcugh tine RM world has begun to discover :he skills 
associ.ated with iibrarianship and information science, it 
does not attribute those needed skilis and assets to 
librarianship. It aimost seems as if the business world is 
tnying tc carefully avoid the "L" word. There is in fact no 
aaimns; it is just that the business worlc! simply doesn't 
get it. What it calls librarianship is the "T" word-tax- 
onomy. It sounds sexier and more scientific. 
However, a current development-KM's maturation into 
its third stage-may give librarians an opportunity to 
bridge :his gap. 
KM has already gone through two stages, with a very 
clear third stage now emerging. Inherent in that third 
s l a g  is a recognition {though perhaps disguised) of the 
importance of librarianship, or at least the skills and as- 
sets 35 iibrarianship and information science. 
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The initial stage of KM was driven primarily by infor- 
mation technology. Organizations, particuiarly large in- 
ternational consulting companies, realized that their 
stock in trade was information and knowledge. Often 
their proverbial left hand had no idea what the right 
hand knew an& if they could share that knowledge they 
could avoid reinventing the wheel, underbid their com- 
petitors and make more profit. The first stage of KM 
was about learning how to deploy new technoiogy to 
accomplish these goals. 
During the next phase (what we migM cai! stage l B ) ,  the 
large international consulting organizations realized rhat 
many of :heir customers 
shared exactly the same 
problems, and their ex- 
pertise in building for 
themselves coulc! also 
be a product they could 
sell to those customers. A new7 product needs a name 
and a theme or rationale. The name was "Knowledge 
Management" and the theme was intellectual capital, 
which coincidentally had emerged as a hot topic in the 
business literature only a couple of years earlier; it pro- 
vided a wonderful rationale f ~ :  the importance of MM. 
The first stage might be described as the "if only Texas 
instruments knew what Texas instruments knew" stage, 
to revisit a much quoted aphorism. 
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The second stage of KM, described simply, is added rec- 
ognition of the human and cultural dimensions. This stage 
might be described as the "if you build it they will come 
is a fallacy" stage. This was the recognition that "if you 
build it, they will come" is a recipe that can easily lead to 
quick and embarrassing failure if hliman factors are not 
sufficiently taken into account. As this recognition un- 
folded, two major themes from the bxslness literature 
were brought into the KM fold. The first was Peter Senge's 
1990 work on the learning organization, titled The Fifth 
Discipline: The Art and Practice of the Learning Organi- 
zation. The second was Ik~j i ro  Nonaka's 1995 work on 
tacit knowledge and how to discover and cultivate it, titled 
The Knowledge Creating Company: How Japanese Com- 
panies Create the Dynamics of l~ncvat ion.  Both were not 
only about the human factors of KM impleaentation and 
use, they were also about knowledge creation and knowl- 
edge sharing and communication, 
A good marker of the shift to stage two can be seen in the 
composition of the attendance at the conferences on KM, 
starting in 1995, organized by the Conference Board, a 
non-profit organization that is dedicated to creating and 
disseminating knowledge about management and the 
marketplace (www.conferenceboard.org). The early meet- 
ings were overwhelmingly populated by IT people. The 
first noticeable contingent of attendees from h m a n  re- 
source (HR) departments showed up in 1998. By 1999 
HR was the largest single group. 
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A good marker of ?he shif: to 
stage three can be seen by 
perusing the content of the 
2000 and 2001 KMWorld con- 
ferences (commercial KM 
trade shows) organized by 
knformatjon Today 
jwww.kmworid.corn). At 
KMWorld 2000, a track on 
content management ap- 
peared for the first time. At 
KMWorld 2001 in October/ 
Move~ber, content manage- 
ment was the  dominant 
track, constituting the largest 
cluster of topics in the con- 
ference. Since a good aiter- 
nate description for the sec- 
ond stage of KM is "it's no 
good if they don't use it." 
then perhaps the best de- 
scription for the new third 
stage is "it's no good if they 
can't find it" or "it's no good 
done an earlier "content audit" [i.e., what we wmld call 
an "information audit" as pioceered by Wocdy Horton;. 
The second point, "Taxonony before Technoiogy," was 
offered for successful K-M implementation. 
What was even more interesting was what emerged indi- 
rectiy. A number of examples/case studies were briefly 
desc~ibed. One of those was the -t%?ashing:on State 
Library's implementation of a system to deliver state 
agency and related information to sEall bnsiness in par- 
I .  Information Technology, Intellecruai 
Capital and the Internet (intranet, 
extranet, etc.j 
" bjj tke Internet our of Zniellectual Capital" 
2. Tacit Knowledge, Communities of Practice, 
Organizationai Culture, the Learning Or- 
ganization and Human & § ~ ~ r c e §  
Nonaka's (Tacit Knowledge) and Senge's 
(The Learning ig~rgonizction) work already 
existed, but was latterly pulled into the 
mainstrean of KM. 
3. [Enterprise) Conten; Managemeni and 
Taxonomies. The discovery of LIS (Library 
and Informatior, Science;. 
if they use it but can't find it," Another bellwe~her is that 
TFPlds report of their October 2001 CRO (Chief Knowl- 
edge Officer) Summit showed that for the first time tax- 
osomies emerged as a full-blown; major topic. 
What is still distressing in this welcome developmen? is 
the lack of recognition in the KM community of the obvi- 
ous overlap of content macagement and taxonomy with 
librarianship and information science. A a  interesting 
indicator of that gap was presented at the KMWorld 2301 
by members of the staff of the American Productivity ar,d 
Quality Center (www.apqc.org), an important "opinion 
leader" organization ir, the world of KM. The presenta- 
tion was entitled "Managing Content and Knowiedge." 
Its theme was the critical success factors for successful 
i~.plen;_entation of KM. The study was based on a rather 
extensive examination of 3 number of KM implementa- 
tions. very interesting points emerged directly, and 
they were the points most heavily stressed. One point 
was a high correlation between KM success and having 
ticular and to the public at 
large. Some dollar figurzs 
were given, and the Washing- 
ion Stare Library project was 
striking indeed for its impact 
per dollar, a fact commented 
upon by the audience. 2% 
t5ose few from the iibrary 
and information sciecce con- 
mnnity in the audience, the 
phenoaenon was not sur- 
prising. After all, the project 
had a running head start; it 
was spearheaded by librar- 
ians with a professlonai edu- 
cation ir, content manage- 
rxe~:, VJkile there was no 
opportuniiy to ask in public 
(because the content-filled 
session ran ~ v e r t i ~ e j ,  the 
questioz that obviously oc- 
curred was: Mad the team ex- 
amined whether the central 
involvement of such staff w-as 
aiso a generic critical success 
factor? The answer, delivered 
privately after rbe talk, -was "yes." The next q.aestion we 
have to ask ourselves is: Why wasn't this information 
revealed in the presentation! 
ow the field of poisling 
out opportunities provided by RM or encouraging the Ei- 
- .  
ararran to take advantage of the KM opportunity. Judith 
Field eloquently made these points in ker ardicie "'Infor- 
marion + Techmoiogy + Y3U Equals Kcowledge Man- 
agement" [see h f ~ m m t i o l r  Outlook, September 19%). 
As she put it, "KM is tile new csEpe2iPive asset" that " if 
fully i ~ p l e ~ e n t e d  has the potential to make our future 
as 2 profession both exciting and very rewarding." But 
there are soE€ urgent ramifica:ions emanating from the 
emergence of the third stage of MI@ that need lo be ~ a d e  
clearly and forcefully. 
-. :.st, get otter it and get involved. "Get over it" means 
dcc't waste 'Lime (Eke a recent extengve discussion on 
information 
er Plan (POP) 
- i he core coiiecrlon of approxim~:aiy 125 current XEEE conference 
oroceedings. 3acld1le frsm 1998. 
Proceedings Order 
Our com;pjere coEec:ion. Approximately 37C cu-rent conference 
proceedings enline. Back& from 1998. 
the Jesse listserv) on what knowledge means and what 
KM is or iw't, or whether it is a good descriptor. it's cot, 
but it is what the folks with budge: authority choose to 
use. Nor should we waste time bemoaning the lack of 
recognition revealed in the far too typical incident de- 
scribed above. " Get involved" of course means seize the 
opportunity offered by the third stage of KM. 
if one looks at the program of any of the RM confer- 
ences, :he "L" word is conspicuousiy absent. The busi- 
ness world doesn't get the connection. The business world 
connects organizing information with taxonomies, and 
in turn connects taxocornies with the natural sciences. 
If business professionals cculd visualize what they have 
in mind mihen they talk about taxonomies, what would 
constitute that picture is sa~.ething very similar to MESH, 
the caref~lly structured campendium of MEdicai Su3ject 
Headings coEpiied by the National Library of Medicine. 
But there is precious Wie awareness that taxononies and 
ckissificatory structures like lMESB are the naturai do- 
nxin of librarians. Taxonomies are perceived as ermnat- 
ing from natural scientists, not fron librarians. A token 
of this lack of coaprehension is that a conference speaker, 
who admitted that the involvement of librarians was a 
Powell's Technical Bookstore is always 
seeking quorliv technical, scientific, and 
academic tides. We afer cash or trade and 
can help you get fh most for your books. 
czitical success factor7 said only a few sentmces iater "5ut 
content management and librarianship aren't the same 
thing." The response was, '"a you give z e  a better 
two word description of what librarianship is ajout thar 
'content management?' If you can, 121 hcst you to a very 
handsome dinner." To be mre; content management and 
li-& drdrranship - . are not a one-to-one reiationsfrip, but the 
area of core overlap is substantial and critical. The cehal- 
lenger and tke chaIIengee have been in contact since, 
primarily on related issares, and wMe the challenge has 
been repeated, it has yet to b, n .A TeI. 
T3e most obvious lesson, tkerefore, is that while the third 
stage may be about content manageneat and t a ~ o n o n i e s ~  
and of conrse that domain is fundamentally Library and 
Informatioa Science 101, "they" don't know that. Ws 
have to let thern know and promote our expertise and 
KM domain knowiedge. There is a window of oppstu- 
zlPy here now, and i f  me don't toke advantage of it; it miit 
close soon and cIose pemenextly. That is t5e principal 
and overwhelmingly important iesson. 
An important corol!a:y is that one area where infor=a- 
tion professionals can and should piay a central rcle is 
in software selection. 8 u r  expertise is c e ~ t r a i  in evaln- 
ating most RM software. Most hot, new RM software 
packages are of two types. By way of iliusrration, 25 
software packages were submitted for the E(NI Pr~mise  
A.mxrd at the MMWorld 2001 Conference. They provide 
a scapshot of wkere :he vendors think the field is go- 
ing, and where they think there is a need they can ab- 
dress. Those 25 sofrware packages feIl chiefly into two 
clear acd dominant c2asters: prograas that a t tempte~ 
in some algorithmic fashion to structure and index a 
body of d o c n ~ e n t s  and "communities of practicen/"yei- 
low pages" p r o g r a ~ s  that atteEpted some version a:' 
identifying who in :he organization or the extended or- 
ganizarion possessed what subject knowledge or exper- 
tise, and then facilitating an appropriate linkage. The 
first cluster is very clearly stage 3. Whdle the secons 
clus:er is obviously stage 2, ii also hzs, in rhat the pro- 
grams attempt to recognize alrd classify expertise; stage 
3 characteristics. No program from either cioster should 
be selected by ar. organizatioc wi-lhout the cectrai in- 
volvenxnt of icformation professionals who are far~i i -  
iar with taxonomies, thesauri, indexes and the world of 
textual inforzation retrievai in gcnerai. 
The thirc stage of KM presents a wrndow of opportu- 
nity of huge proportions for osr  profession-perhaps 
the greatest opporrunl~y that ~t has even been offered. 
That window is here now, b x  if we don't take advan- 
tage of i', it w ~ l l  close soon and close permanently. 
And then others will occupy the turf. & 
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Lexi sNex i s ' "  i n f o r m a t i o n  s o l u t i o n s  h e l p  y o u  
s h a r e  c r i t i c a l  n e w s  a i d  b u s i n e s s  in t e l l igence  
w i t h  y o u r  e m p l o y e e s  a n d  c u s t o m e r s  
Sharing business information is never child's pizy Yet LexisNexis 
i:lfoorrnarion solutions inake it easy to integrate news and business 
coctent into your Web site, intranet, extrane: or por:ai." 
Solutions snch as LexisNexisr" Intranet Fi?b!isher zrd LexisNexis"' 
Web l'ablisher provide the flexibility you zeed to share competitive 
indligence, business trends and breaking news. 
Specificaily, LexisNexis Intranet Publisher heips empower 
your ernpioyees to: 
..*, 
.;:* close more deals 
.+*. 
...::, track the coxpetition 
-$ 
. a e cruciai business decisions 
LexisMexis Web Pablisher enables you to: 
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. 5 
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It 's how you know- 
Nigel Gxh-ow is founder and CEO of TFPL and Angela Aliell is director of TFPL. Guring the past six y e n s  
TFPL hos been aciiveiy involved in the theory and practice of know!edge management. 
anyway'? Think of i t  as  a bar of soap because i t  i s  essentiat and slippery. If you use i t  sparingly you get  predictable 
and acceptable results. If you use i t  t o  nurture and feed your skin you may get  a glowing result. But if you squeeze 
i t  too  hard it Leaps away from you. The harder you squeeze the higher i t  leaps and the more i t  eludes you. 
Some people love KM, some hate it, some claim that they 
have always done it, but few people have been able to 
ignore it. As a senior manager once said, KM is common 
sense but has not been commonly applied. The KM "move- 
rr.entn has been all about applying that common sense to 
enable society and organizations to operate effectively in 
a fast moving, changing and knowledge-based world. 
ction of the world we live in, 
the organizations we work in and the people we are. 
imagine the situation where people signed in for work 
before ::he whistle Slew, stopped for lunch and returned 
to work when the whistle blew and stopped work for the 
d.ay wher, the whistle blew. They used the tools and tech- 
niques they were given: worked with the material they 
were supplied and produced a product or service to a 
pattern or formula. This was the industrial age-a cox- 
trolled and controlling environment that is often used as 
an illustration of the world before "the knowledge age." 
The knowledge age also has its tools (hardware, software 
and communications) and techniques (business processes 
and kno-w-how). Brrt these must continue to evolve if an 
organization is to change and adapt quickly enough to 
be effective in its market. And the raw material of the 
knowlecge age (information and knowledge) does not 
decrease with use and is not itself shaped into a product 
or service. Even in the large information-provider indus- 
try, there is a difference between the informatior, sold 
and that which enabies them to sell successfully. The 
"-product" and its quality is a feature of the provicler's 
knowledge and information about suppliers, clients, pro- 
cesses and management. 
They key element in all this is, of course, the people. The 
film MePopolis, made in the 1920s, imagined the world 
in rhe 21st century. In the character's imaginations, they 
had become a~to~atons-perfect cogs in a mechanized 
world. Of course, that didn't happen. People have gained 
more personal and intellectual freedom-not less. They 
have become more, not less, individualistic. They no 
longer work to the whistle with defined hours or place of 
work. Contracts of employment and patterns of work have 
changed and are diverse. 
However, it is also true that in many organizations a "long 
hours" culture has as its measure of success the ability to 
work dawn to dusk and the need to be a 24/7 employee. 
This is a reflection of the value now placed on "know- 
ing" and being seen "to know." Organizations once mea- 
srzred the productivity of their workforce by tangible 
items-how many units made, packed and distributed. 
The public sector would count numbers of people pro- 
cessed, taught and contacted. People felt their value was 
in their ability to use the tools and techniques. Automa- 
tion began to change the balance-production needed less 
people and productivity became a function of man and 
machines. But the value of individuals was still associ- 
ated with the use of those machines. As organizations 
move away from counting beans to assessing less tan- 
gible attributes (such as the quality of decisions or the 
ability to innovate), then an individual's value becomes 
associated with how much they know, how well they 
contribute and use that knowledge and their sphere of 
influence. 
Hence the individual's need to feel indispensable-the 
need to be at the heart of everything and the need to 
control and monitor everyone's contribution and output. 
The quality of a tangible product can be tested and moni- 
tored-its faults and their owners identified. Knowledge 
work is more difficult to monitor. Just as it is difficult to 
exactly quantify the contribution or value of a "piece of 
information" or the advice and knowledge of an expert, 
it is also difficult to spot mistakes in the knowledge chain. 
So individuals hold on to the decisions, work harder and 
trust less. And yet, for a knowledge economy, trust is a 
core enabler. 
Despite the long hours and the hard work; despite the 
connectivity provided by information and communica- 
tions technology; and despite the quantities of informa- 
tion generated, stored and excfianged in and between 
organizations, we still see spectacular corporate failures 
and events in both the private and public sector. It is 
hard to judge if these result from a mismatch between 
information avaiiabie and the ability to make sense of it. 
But it does appear that the problem of "drowning in in- 
formation" continues to increase. Although there are 
many examples of the creative use of infor=ation, the 
wave of inforaation and knowledge-ied innovation, 
which the clot.com era seemed at one time to spearhead, 
seems a long time coming. 
us? Well, many of the arguments 
for MM haven't changed and aren't iikely to do so ic the 
foreseeable future. Still, there are some trends that are 
quite clear. Perhaps :he most significant is the beginnicg 
of "knowiedge conscious management." Admittedly, it is 
not widespread bnt there is enough sustained discussion 
abont knowledge management to indicate that the prc- 
cesses and approaches will become embedded in the way 
organizations work. There is a long way to go but :he 
foilowing are just some of the reasons g7hy we think it 
will happen. 
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We live in a volatile world. It is a wodd of dynamic Ear- 
ket conditions, where speed and change have become tru- 
isms and organizations are adapting in o~der  to function, 
Although ail organizations will approach it differently, their 
focus will be on bzilding an organizations! capability to 
enable them to learn and adapt. "Chief Learning Officers" 
are as common as "Chief Knowledge Officers (CKOsj ." 
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Organizations are already complex and wili become more 
so ir, the fuirire. For many years organizationaI structures 
have been challenged and the slow change in the 199Cs 
to flatter strucpixes and empawerrnerd has given way to 
a rapid change to project-based organizations, matrix 
management, fluidity of staff siructxres and changing 
employment contracts. When you corcbine :he change 
in supply chain management and increased partnerships, 
knowledge exchange and the growth of intelectual as- 
sets become very real issues. 
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Decisions run orgaaizations, whether rhey are the deci- 
sions to invesr or divest; to grow in old markets or enter 
new ones; to introduce social support or "make yom own 
luck" policies; to select one supplier or acother; to form 
partnerships, or pursue a conpetit:ve s taxe.  Strategic 
decismns are about the organization's Suture; operational 
decisions are about its current success. In modern orga- 
nlzations a number of things are becoming evident a b w t  
the decision making process: 
The speed of Cecision a a k i c g  is accelerating 
-~ inmeframes are si.,orter than in the recent past. 
A n m b e r  of peo$e are invoived in the process but 
in the end the final decision is made by one persoE. 
The quaiity of the decision reflects the innate ability 
of rhe decision ~ a k e r  and how well contrijutions ;"ram 
s. variety of experts can be harnessed. 
Poiieicai considerar:ons in ail organizations wiii play 
a central par: in decisions. 
Strategic planning requires inteiligent ways of pre- 
dicting the future, while operational planning requires 
facts and focus. 
Decision making is being decentralized Corporate 
decisicns are increasingly being pushed cut to the 
operating unit closer to the market. The role of the 
center is becoming that of providing strategic Ieader- 
ship. direcaion and a common £mamework ic enabie 
commmication, information  ana age men: and com- 
mon business processes. 
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Despite ail the worry that knowledge ~anagement  wouid 
become an IT solutioc looking for a probiem, a ?axan 
relations f.anction or z way fier coqorate communications 
to rmke its mark, information management has become 
an acknowledged part of the picture. It is certainly not 
the whole picture, but Inany organizations recognize that 
exceilect information Inanagemest is the key to success 
for many of the things they need tc achieve. E-business 
and e-commerce, planzed improvement in health sawices 
and government services through the utilization of %GT 
and putting people in touch with each other depend on 
exceilent information management. And excelient infor- 
mation managemenr &pen& on information architec- 
:we and content nanagernent, Both tiepics, -which are 
rapidly becoming features in the pwss, depend on stan- 
dards and tools. 
One example of this impact is the developaent of tax- 
onomies. Indexing and classification was once the do- 
rnafn of the professional LIS commnnity. But taxonomies 
are ncw being developed by organizations, from every 
sector and people fror, practically any discipline. 
edgs initiatives but aiso increases pressure to focus only 
on the bottom line. The trick wiii be ", ensure that some- 
one takes kncwledge initiatives forward and demonstrates 
the impact they have on the bottom Line. This won't be 
an easy task b ~ t  the faster it is done, the sooner '%nowi- 
edge-conscious management" will happen. 
information 


Tkis means knowledge champions or knowledge ieade~s 
are needed more than ever, but they must be people who 
~~nderstand, and are part of, the business. It also means 
focus. Knowledge initiatives aligned with key business 
issues and corporate objectives are the only ones that 
will sustain management support and provide the needed 
impact. So a thorough understanding of business pro- 
cesses and the knowledge flow that supports them re- 
key KM message and the focus on taxonomies is one in- 
dication that the message has been understood. But in- 
formation quality and evaluation, and the means of sens- 
ing, synthesizing and recognizizg significance are equally 
important. Informatics and competitive intelligence are 
two techniques that require wider attention. Equally im- 
portant is understanding formats and document design 
for good communication. 
main key. Knowledge champions/ieaders will also need 
to umiersfand and harness the "human glue" that pro- 
vides m x h  of the contextual knowledge in organizations 
and foster people-to-people communications. 
But knowledge leaders will require two cther essential 
elements in their organizations: 
4% i.o;-idpc:lenci'e% 
The development of skills and competencies throughoxt 
the ozganization will become one of the key concerns of 
knowledge-based organizations. Many organizations have 
already developed their own competency dictionaries, 
which aim to define the competencies required for slll 
~oles.  These competencies are defined as observable be- 
havior and indicate the level of ability required. Thus 
they provide a means of assessing a candidate's suitabil- 
ity and the development needs of people or teams in post. 
This approach is likely to be the one that drives knowl- 
edge sharing and utilization forward as knowledge and 
inforaation sharing and use begin to become embedded 
2:s core competencies. 
This approach is also driving the learning organization 
method with its emphasis on the transfer of knowledge from 
"experts" to novice via a variety of coaching, tutoring and 
besr practice mechanisms. In the UK, the minister for edu- 
cation is currently advocating re-introducing apprentice type 
vocational training-an indication of how far the thinking 
on irznsfer of sMls and knowledge has began to swing away 
from the "learning by reading approach." A legacy of KM 
may well be recognition of the variety of ways in which 
knowledge, skills and expertise are transferred. 
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Infornaticn management as a knowledge enabler needs 
to have a broader remit. The majority of the effort In mcst 
I<r;owledge initiatives is focused on the processes and 
pipes for creating, sharing and using. How information 
1s stractured for communication aIso needs to be evalu- 
ated. The diversity of language and its uses has been a 
mes that KM will go away, but that is 
xnlikely. Unless the world economy returns us to a time 
when we have little choice for work and Iimired opportu- 
nities, it is difficult to imagine people returning to the 
industrial age style of employment. Some people may be 
still battling to get away from those conditions but we 
would argue that a critical mass of knowledge workers 
exists. These people expect to use their brains and do not 
make sharp definitions between work and non-work, 
home and office, employing organizations and partners 
or knowledge and information. They also expect to have 
stake in the outcomes of their work (whether that is fi- 
nancial return or recognition) and to contribute to deci- 
sion making. They are also increasingly self-reliant. 
Information and communications technology, 2nd the 
impact of the connectivity it enables, has already changed 
the way organizations work. There is no going back to a 
pre-KM state. There will undoubtedly continue to be dis- 
cussions about approaches to management. Academics, 
gurus and consultants will continue to examine organi- 
zations to diagnose real or imagined probiems and pro- 
pose theoretical and (sometimes) practical soluticns. Most 
of these will have a short half-life, but occasionally one 
will emerge that has a lasting impact on the way senior 
management thinks and how organizations work. 
KM is one of those pivotal themes. In fact, the remark- 
able thing about RM is the impact it made on people 
throughout organizations almost before it made an im- 
pression on senior management. But will KM itself en- 
dure? This model won't endure if its champions are suc- 
cessful in embedding the processes and thinking into the 
fabric of organizations and how they work. But some of 
the roles created to enable KM will. It is highly possible 
that the 'TKO" will remain and become part of the senior 
management team. Perhaps not with that role title, but 
with the remit to ensure those knowledge and informa- 
tion strategies exist and are aligned to the business. How 
long the change takes depends on how successful cur- 
rent CKOs and their teams are at creating a knowiedge- There will be similar diversity in other parts of the 
conscious organization. But we are already seeing a s ~ a l i  rworid as regions adapt to the knowledge era and de- 
number of CMOS den?onslra:e the reaiity of knowledge- velop ways of working that refiect their cultures. Sc 
conscious management by taking on the responsibility the RM and IT cormunity will be exchanging their 
for corporate strategy. experiences and issnes fron different perspeclives, and 
global organizations will be looking for iocai solutions 
There could be interesting differences between geographi- within a global framework for the manageaenr. ofttheir 
cal regions in the next "Bnowiedge" wave. Research in- ~ o s t  cruciai resource. 
cluded in the Exopean Round Table of Industriaiists' re- 
port, "Actions for Competitiveness Throngh the Rnowl- 
edge Economy in Europe," indicated that the deveiop- 
menl of a knowledge economy in Europe and impIemen- 
tation of RM had been hindered by: a lack of investrr:ent 
in IT compared to the US.; diverse cultures and Iangaages, 
which increases the challenges of communication; a Iess 
ectrepreunial friendly environment than the U.S.; and 
Iess geographical and organizational mobility in the 
workforce than in the U.S. 
Conversel-y, knowledge management in tbe U.S. has 
largely been an iT driven approach. It has reflected a 
cornmerciai environ~ent ,  which is dynamic in terms of 
risk, staff turnover and nobility. It relies on IT to capture 
the knowledge that new staff, new sitaations and new 
challenges x e d .  
The next few years ccu!d see U.S. organiza:ions reacting 
against large IT solutions, which have failed to live up lo 
the promises made, resulting in the knowledge manage- 
ment trend going into reverse. As cultural interventions 
have been given less attention, the snccess or failure of 
technology approaches. So when they fail, It could be a 
case of throwing out the XM baby with the IT bath wa- 
ter. But in Europe there Is evidence that the less IT-orien- 
tated approach is likely to endure and change attitudes. 
The cult.xa1 diversity is Seing harnessed to create innc- 
vative approaches to the management of organizations. 
The strengths of personal networking, a ce~tnries-old 
European tradition, are beginning ?o underpin the way 
knowledge management is deveioped. MM is ail about 
people. And Europe "does" people better than it "does" 
technology. 
The economrc downturn suggests that XM wlli be shelved 
while macagement fcczs is on surviving the recession. 
But this isn't necessarily so. There are compelling rea- 
sons for organizaticns to accelerate their MM efforts rather 
tkat abandon them. The cuestion is wi~ether the down- 
tarn will be seen for what it is-a critical point :n the 
+-ar .: ~s~,:on :+: between the knowledge-based ecorcrny and 
tse resource-based economy. 
These opporturi",ies are exciting and transfcrma:lona2. 
Consider the following: 
Executives wiiI be concerned wi:h working smarter. 
So there is the or;portunity to nwve RM up :he cove- 
rate agenda. 
ih downxrn can provi", a period for reflection and 
stimulate creativity. 
Recession is a r  opportunity to re-configure your busi- 
ness [ccqetencies, organization and processes) tc 
prepare to be f,ke big winner in the uptBm. 
Long tern: productivity and competitiveness depends 
on invesmect and a systematic approach to growing 
knowledge assets. A downturn gives time to grow %he 
knowledge base. 
While there are examples of orgarizations pulling back 
from their KM programs, for =any ir  is a questioc of align- 
ment and refocus. The RM pioneers have showr, the pos- 
sibilities, the economists start :o iocns on ~eturn,  and the 
impact 05 recessfon on KM programs will be related to 
their maturity and their costs, Established programs will 
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icontin~e if relevant, practical and embedded in the busi- ners and clients. As the knowledge and information ex- 
ness. Sew high cost investment will be scrutinized for change increases between organizations, information and 
relevance and importance to the business. knowledge teams will play an essential facilitating role- 
designing the systems, monitoring quality and policing 
.. , .; :., 1 .  . compliance. Similarly, as information is more freely avail- 
ng to able to clients and customers via the Web or other means, 
function efiecrively in the 21st century is the crucial role the question of content and its quality is likely to become 
played by business units, geographical locations and the domain of knowledge and information professionals. 
market facing departments. More support functions are 
oeing embedded in these areas, decisions are being de- 
volved to them and they provide most of the knowledge 
and information on which the organization depends. 
?reject- and team-based working is becoming the norm, 
with multidisciplinary reams bringing new insights and 
approaches to tasks, problems and decision making. We 
see thks trend being supported, as observed earlier, by a 
centralized framework, which provides information and 
lznov~ledge infrastructure, policies and process to enable 
sharing, core and common business processes and stra- 
l egic direction and leadership. 
En this scenaric, knowledge and information strategies 
are crucial and will be developed. It is the ideal opportu- 
nity for information professionals to move closer to the 
core of the business and its future. 
This scenario also opens up the structure of the reams 
within which information professionals may work. Be- 
ing versed in various areas of expertise increases the like- 
lihood that information professionals will find themselves 
working alongside IT, OD and HR professionals and those 
people who deliver the core business product or service. 
These teams will be seen as part of the business, not a 
service dement. 
These teams are also likely to reflect the centralized/decen- 
traiized model that organizations are adopting. We envis- 
age a centralized team whose remit is to provide the infor- 
mation infrastructure. These will be the people who develop 
the information architecture, negotiate global contracts and 
develop common products and services. A second team, 
dispersed throughout the organization and integrated into 
business units, will be responsible for facilitating the cre- 
ation and application of knowledge and information. 
Perhaps the key development will be the link that these 
teams will form between the organizations, their part- 
As the role of information professionals opens up, new 
knowledge specialist roles will emerge. Some of these 
will attract and be open to information professionals- 
some won't. Similarly, some information roles will go to 
people from other disciplines. It will matter less what 
precise discipline you represent than your understand- 
ing of the context, your willingness to develop and ap- 
ply new skills and competencies and your ability to help 
build and sustain a knowledge friendly infrastructure. 
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Organizations have always been forced to change and 
adapt to people. Current and future change will be infor- 
mation and knowledge centric, which could be an op- 
portunity for the most adaptable in the profession. 
If KM doesn't become embedded in an organization be- 
fore its initiatives disappear, that organization is likely to 
struggle. Forget the name. Not only is "KM" a label that 
many organizations dislike, it also implies that it is a 
tangible thing-something that you do to an organiza- 
tion. It isn't like that. An organization will either adopt 
ways of working that enable it to build, nurture and use 
the collective and individual knowledge of its people or 
it will drop out of the knowledge age. Business processes 
are now valued and understood, despite the term "busi- 
ness process re-engineering" being dismissed as the fad 
that didn't work. Life after KM-forget it. Life is KM. 
Think of the bar of soap. It may be elusive and slippery, 
but it can be fun to find. 
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professional w h ~  seamlessky manages corporate knowledge and the information structure necessary for the organization 
1:o succead. Professionals sometimes take for granted the underlying structure for managing that needed information. 
1:nforrnation that seekers seem t o  think they find serendipitously actually has an organized, purposeful structure 
created by information professionals who use a variety of standards, systems and rules meant t o  bring order out of 
chaos. With the explosion of electronic data has come the obvious need t o  organize i t  into timely access points. 
Knowiedge management and control-or cataloging and classification-has recently undergone thorough review and 
changes. These changes may affect how you manage and provide access t o  information-particularty electronic 
resources-in your local setting. 
The 2001/2002 year has already seen radical cha~ges  in 
he basics of library science. Not usually touted as cut- 
ting edge, cataloging standards groups have been work- 
Ing ahead of the curve to anticipate various types of needs 
relared to organizing, retrieving, archiving and dissemi- 
iating a2 types of information. 
Change is never ending. In this world of new inforna- 
-:ion producers (from high school students creating au- 
:horitative Web sites on their favorite rock bands to re- 
search scientists who use the Web as the first piace of 
pubiication of their work) and information delivery sys- 
:ems {such as hand-held PDAs), knowledge managers are 
[acklng the next wave of information needs. The caia- 
lrjging world continues to rethink how best to organize 
and disseminate information, regardless of its origin. 
Because of enormolls changes in information, this is the 
apprspriate time for librarians to look back at where we 
have corm fro= to clearly see where we are goicg. 
Through a brief examination of the history of cataloging 
a ~ d  the foundational structure underlying information 
organization, we will be able to move confidently for- 
ward With new skills and know-how. 
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Between :he years of 1847 and 1849 there was a contl-o- 
versy bre-wing at the British Museum's Department of 
Printed Books. Antonio Panizzi was forced to defend his 
new cataloging rules before the Royal Commission. The 
dispute revolved around :he museum's normal practice 
of publishing a catalog as an alphabetized inventory list 
ordered by aurhor, which followed ancient practices, 
Panizzl's I841 Rules for Compilation of the Catalogue (of 
the British M ~ s e u m )  brought together all manifestations 
of a particular work though a single main-entry point. The 
intellectual information was coikcted so that users would 
be able to see all relationships of a particular title. The 
Royal Commission sided with Panizzi and his ruies. It for- 
bid the trustees of the British Museum Library to interfere 
with matters of cataloging. While this pivotal event is the 
ideological foundation of cataloging, it still continues to 
be questioned, poked at and scmetimes changed. 
On the other side of the Atiantic, scholar-librarians influ- 
enced by Panizzi's codification of cataloging wrote their 
own seminal works. In 1852, Charles C. Jewett, then the 
librarian of the Smithsonian Institution, wrote the first 
code of cataloging rules in the United States titled On the 
Construction of Catalogues Of Lifsraries and of a General 
Catalogue, and Their Publication by Means of Separate 
Stereotype Titles: With Rules and Examples. Among 
Jewett's grand ideas was a large union cataiog with printed 
cards to be shared by libraries. Cormtroversial in his own 
way, Jewett was later fired by the Smithsonian. 
In 1876, the same year the American Library Association 
was established, Charles Ammi Cutter published Rules 
for a Dictionary Catalog, possibly the most comprehen- 
sive set of rules produced by any individual. In that same 
year, Melvil Dewey published the first edition of the Dewey 
Decimal Classification System 
By the end of the lgth century practically all books and 
newspaper printing aspects had become mechanized and 
it was now possible to print thousands and thousands of 
pages per hour. Mass media had arrived and aiong with 
it the struggle that librarians continue to face. 
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'The volumes of trash poured forth daily? weekly, and 
mont5iy, are appalling. Many minds, which, if confined 
ti3 z few volumes, would become vaiuable thinkers, are 
last in t:?e wiIderness of brilliant and fragrant weeds," 
said Senator Yeaman (in Klaus Mussmans' book, Techno- 
Logical hnovations in Libraries) about the sheer amount 
crf fnformation avaiiabie. 
Those sages of librarianship recognized what we are new 
gcing throzgh once again-the inability to catalog a huge 
Hr?a& up foie CataEsgi~g Ele&n&:: Rag-.wa<:..es 
by Sandy Mclntyre Colby 
amount of new material. To many librarians of that time 
much of the material being offered was of such ephem- 
eral and questionable quality that right-minded catalog- 
ers would obviously choose not to catalog most of it. 
The history of knowledge management and bibliographic 
control in the 2Qth century quickly shifts focus and is corn- 
prised of two major themes: the development of (and 
changes to] the codes for bibliographic control and tech- 
nological advances adopted by or invented for libraries. 
changes could impact the delivery of your services is key. Regard- 
American Cataloging R~les ,  1988 revision] changes may 
of catalogues and other lists in generzi libraries of all sizes. 
on of access points for, all library materials commonly col- 
hapters and glossary terms, perhaps the most relevant changes that 
form of (Electronic Resource), and now applies to all 
tly from any type of disc/disk or tape 
as also changed. Rather than using the 
erial as rhe chief source of information. 
carrier or its labels" has also been elevated as a 
se added by the creator/publisher and as being 
of information granted that its use is referenced 
For mare details about recent or proposed rule changes, access the ALCTS CC:DA Web site [www.ala.org/alcts/ 
organization/ccs/ccda/ecda.html), the Reference Resources for Special Libraries section of the SLA Committee 
on Cataloging Web site (www-.sla.org/cornmittee/cata1og1/index.html] or contact your SiA liaison to the CC:DA, 
Sandy Mclntyre Colby, OCLC, colbys@oclc.org. 
Using Panizzi's rules, the philosop9y of bringing together 
all manifestations of a single work, would have been 
impossibly time-consuming and costly. This could have 
very well been the beginning of :he now constant refrain: 
"More, cheaper, faster, better!" T k  increase in pubiish- 
ing in general meaat that efficiencies had to be found. 
One such efficiency would be introduced in 1901. 
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The year 1901 began with a bang as the Library of Gon- 
gress started its Distributed Printed Card program. Part 
of Sewett's plan was beginning to take shape, Shared 
cataloging had begun, relieving libraries of the 5urden 
and cost of producing all of their own cataloging. No: 
all librarians saw this innovation as desirable. Sone 
claimed that a printed card coulC never replace the 
handwritten card, which opponents said was created 
with more care and attention than a mechanical one. 
Others saw this as administrator's piots to depr:ve cata- 
logers of their work and redace the number of Iibrary 
staff. "Endisw" (the end of cataloging, the end of cata- 
iogersj wili echo throughour the years. continuing to 
the present. 
In 1908, the American Library Association and the Li- 
brary Association in Britain published Ca:alcg!iz>e Rules: 
Authcr and ntk Entpies i~ two editions. 'Todification 5 y  
committee" had now begun, The 1908 rules were prima- 
rily concerned with the construction of author/titie card 
catalogs and lacked a set of unifying principles of knowl- 
edge or information management. 
"Is this rule necessary?" This was the question Seymour 
Lubetzky asked in his 1953 critique of the second edition 
of the ALA Catdoging Rules for Arrt.5or and Title Entries. 
It picked up where Panizzd had left off. Lnberzky stated 
that the proliferation of rules led to obscuring the funda- 
mental reasons for cataloging. His objective for the cata- 
log was for it to reveal to users what other works the 
library had by a given author, including orher editions, 
manifestations and translations. 
Lubetzky distinguishes between "books" (specific mani- 
festations) and "works" {abstractions of the aanifesta- 
:ions). Lnbetzky's cataloger mould have users looking 
up the titie H a v j  Potter and the Scrcerer's Stone and re- 
trieving a record that had in it information about all the 
versions of that title-the paperback, seconc! edition, etc. 
The focus Is on the coatent and its description, not ?he 
carrier of the information. 
Lubetzky.~ desires fcr simplified cataloging rules received 
enough attention that, he was named editor for the pro- 
posed revision of the ALA code. He resigned in 1962 when 
it became clear thar his goal of collocation cf nanifesta- 
tions wouid not be the resuit of the :.967 publication PACR 
(the Anglo-American Cakzlogning ,Pules). 
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One invention that had a profound effect on the caraiog- 
ing community and on librarianship as a whole was ac- 
tually invented in 1889. Berrnan Hollerith's use of punch 
cards to represent the U.S. census data [which was col- 
iected in 1890) and the =achine used to analyze the in- 
formation, began a technological revolution. In 1924, 
Eollerith's company changed its nane  lo lnternaiional 
Business Machines {IBM). Some early library visionar- 
ies saw these punch card machines and their porentiai 
for improving :he organization of i n f ~ r ~ a t i o n ,  
In Historical -Note: LA Personalized Pmhzstoy of QCLC Fred 
Xiigour refers to an article by Ralph H. Parker, written i c  
1936, where Parker had developed and instailed what 
can be Cescribec as "the first library system based on 
Hollerith punched cards." In 1965, the Ohio College 
Associarion's Library Project hired Parker and Kiigox as 
consultants. Parker and Kilgour initiated their idea of s. 
computerized, shared cataloging systen, which is cow 
known as an online catalog. 
For those of us today who rely on such fixtures as GCLC's 
JNorldCat or the Research LZibrary Group's :h;mior, Gala- 
iog, ir is hard to imagine the enormous au&city of the 
systenr that Parker and Rilgour were building frorn their 
ideas. They did not Have hardware or sci'Lware :bat couid 
do what was proposed. There was no agreed-upon aeans 
of ~o~l l iun ica t ing  bibliographic data between comput- 
ers. And, it, was only in the early part of 1965 that the 
first rhird-generation computers were even availabie. The 
I3M System/360 and the SDS Sigma 7 were probably the 
first timesharing systems capable of realizing this vision. 
Also i c  1955, Henriette h r a m ,  a recently hired employee 
of the Library of Congress (LC], was given the MARC 
jMAchine Readable Cataloging: Pilot Project as her first 
assignment. LC had been investigating the possibility of 
ammating aspects of its operations as early as the 1958s 
and Avra-an's project was to test the feasibility of distrib- 
T. cataloging data in machine readable form to librar- 
ies for use in ccmputer installations. Distribution of the 
first MARC records was in 1966 and the release of the 
MARC fcrmat, as a cataloging standard, was In 1948. 
Many Xlrarians were afraid rhat what siarted as the O3io 
College Library Center and a unified odine cataiog vi- 
sion would put catalogers cut of business. The "endism" 
of their predecessors in 1901 was once again feared. With 
hindsight, it is clear that ':he late 19635 were pivotal 
t ines in the 3eve':opmenf of technoiogies related to the 
bibkgraphic warid. Yet, librarianship was poised to 
reach anotker i ~ p r o v e d  and advanced ievei with the 
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he ACS has broadened its comrllitment to 
excelenee in publishing with the J ~ u ~ m l  
mbiataforiak Chemist;. In only its second 
year of publication in 20m5 JCC placed in the 
Top Ten in impact fzctsr in Chemistry*, if2 
ir, Medicinai Chemistry*; #I iri, Applied 
~rganometallic, medicinal, and bioorganic chemistry. Chemistry". K C  ha.: txxome journai 
"Based on the 2000 ISIB J'omzl Citation Repods DataE 
introdriction of true, online shared cataloging, a time of 
fully supported and shared information and advances in 
the creation of knowledge. The technology automated 
the clerical routine, allowing humans to perform higher- 
ieve! wcrk by integrating mountains of information into 
more useful knowledge repositories. 
I n  1977, Stanford University's Bibliographic Automation 
of Large Library Operations using a Time-sharing Sys- 
tem {BALLOTS) combined with the RLG (the Research 
Library Group) consortium, which cofisistecl of the hold- 
h g s  of Columbia, Harvard, and Yale universities and the 
New FIork Public Library, to form the Research Library 
Information Network (RLIN). That same year Requiem 
for the Card Catalog: Managerrtent Issues i n  Automated 
Cataloging, a summary of the conference papers presented 
by the Associated Colleges of the Midwest, was published. 
Kilgour was asked at this conference to forecast where 
automated cataloging might go in the next 25 years. "Are 
we going to move increasingly in the direction of auto- 
nating 19th century librarianship, or are we going to use 
automation to produce a new librarianship totally differ- 
ent from both the past and the present?" he asked. 
The remainder of the 20tkentury found mainstream cata- 
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ioging standards and practices autcEating '19'"entury 
. . i~brarianship. The weight of AACR and general catalog- 
ing conventions prevented the fuii realization of the mom 
forward thinking visionaries. But with another new mib- 
leenium fast approaching, the pendulum of change would 
be swinging back toward the importance of content over 
carrier-the intellectual substance of the material over 
the physical forrnat of the iten. 
A:i;.d Tlrei: $J,cng Carr?~ 3e.t 
in the late 19GCs the Defense Agency Research Projects 
Admiristration (BARPA) was given the xission to create a 
communications infrastructure for the 3nited Sates mili- 
tary. The task was given to the newiy created Advanced 
Research Projects Agency, headed Sy Dr. J.C.R. Licklider 
In 9972 Licklider demonstrated how 4 C  computers could 
be concected and work together in a network they called 
ARPANET (Advanced Xesearch Projects Agency Network). 
Eicklider saw computers no: as merely arithmetic devices 
but as co~munfcations and inf~r~ation-access devices. 
Licklider was starting his "galactic network"--his vision 
of a global network comecfng individuais and informza- 
tion. It was that vision thar wouid becoae the Internet. 
Transmission Control Protocoi/lnternet Protocol, known 
as TCP/IP7 -was the next rrLajor invention to lead us to the 
seamless Internet. Vin:on Cerf and Bob Mahn deveioped 
the routing ~ e c h a n i s m  in 1973 so that computers can 
now find and relay informaticn. 
The development of the Internet chacged how humans 
and computers interacted and communicated, as well 
as how our work is accompiishe", The ability to cen- 
nect computers, establish and maintain interoperability 
amor,g :heE, and to be able to exchange and share in- 
formation radically changed the way library staff &id 
their work. But even then, all of the huge productivity 
gains were only improvements to the way things had 
always been doce. 
'What finally broke traditional apprcaches for iibrarians, 
corporate knowledge managers and infor~ation brokers, 
erupted in 1989. Ti= Bernew-Lee proposed that a global 
hypertext space be created in which any network-acces- 
sible infor~ation could be referred to by a single Univer- 
sa1 Docsment Identifier or URI (this was evenpdaliy known 
as Universal Rescsrce Locator or URL). This led to the 
creation of the hypertext t r a n ~ ~ i s s i o n  protocol [http), 
which was released as the 'Norid Wide Web. The impor- 
tance of the Web was on the agenda of rhe 1994 A M  MArXBI 
(MAchine-Readable Bibliographic Infornation) comnittee 
members who approved the addition of rhe 856 field to the 
USMARC format to accor~modate the "Uciform Resource 
Name," also referred to as the URN or link. 
In the latter part of the i98Gs implementation of auto- 
mated library system was wiciespread. Catalogers were 
able to catalog faster and more effxiently alrd create more 
useflrl and powerful databases. Even ihen there were 
information professionais and researchers who saw7 5e- 
fore tile int~odncticn of the Web browser Mosaic, that the 
rapidly growing Internet needed to be organized. 
Lickiider and 3erners-Lee's ideas of a ccmrnon space 
where we cornmanicate Sy sharing content have gener- 
ated a great need f o ~  data abozt data, cr metadata. The 
Web and ali its related technologies aiiow for e n o r ~ o u s  
amounts of accessible contect via the Sesktop, bat Icfor- 
maticn about the ccnlent is necessary for searching, cat- 
egorizing and seiecting, 
K&adata $tjssj~n 2<]QS 
The 1998s were a time of enormous change. Advances in 
iechnology-conbid with changes in publishing, user 
skills and denands and information seeking habits-af- 
fected libraries greatly. -Much of this change was external 
to libraries ye: it impacted services delivered. liespocd- 
ing to the rise of the Web, librarians and inforrxation prc- 
fessionals were forced to examine some of their tradi- 
riona1 ways of thinking and approaches. 
Groups outside of the AACR and MAXC c o m ~ m l t i e s  had 
alreaciy begun develcping scheEes such as EWD (Encod- 
ing Archival Data) a ~ d  TEI (Text Encoding Initiative; iLc 
describe =ateriais not easily expiained with traditional 
library-based standards. Most of the traditional standards 
comnnnities were not fo-used on electronic resources 
and they did not address the issue of needing suks to 
iurther deter=ine content. None addressed the issue of 
shared metadata or broadcast searching acrcss reposito- 
ries of information snch as OPACS. Had it cot been for 
the explosion of nade avaiiajle on the WeS, these 
types of metadata schemes might still be an academic 
concern, though information professionals in other areas 
were heavily Involved. 
In  march 1995, the Nationai Center for Supercomputing 
Applicatiocs {NCSA: and OCXC heid a =etadata work- 
shop in Dublin, Ohlo, to discuss how a core set of e3e- 
nents fcr describing Web-based resources would be ase- 
fa; in simplifying We5 searches. The resnlt was Dub!in 
Core, a 15-element  etada data set. 
In 1999, the staff at Fred Kilgour's old stomping grennds, 
BeLC's Office of Research, launched the Cooperative 
Onlice Xesource Caralog [CORCI as a resezrc9 project. h 
July 2030, CORC was released as a cataloging tooi. The 
project explored the use of 'Neb technoiogy and techrisjues 
for providing 1i:~raries access to other electronic ii',forrr,a- 
tion. The idea was to baiid a cataloging system that would 
astonate soa€ aspects of the bibinographic descriptios 
and use the OCiC cooperative io create bibliographic 
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records for Web-based materials using AACR, MAWC and 
evolving Dublin Core standards. 
The traditional bibliographic record, a description of what 
the work is about, is a surrogate of the work. But once 
the URL became part of the record, to some degree rhe 
mcord became the described object. The record itseif could 
now do more than notify the users of the existence of a 
resource. It ccuid now deiiver it simultaneously as well. 
This streamlined delivery mechanism has major implica- 
tions for the future of the traditional notion of the library 
catalog. But the most profound change has been the no- 
tion of the "work," which strikes at the heart of the vari- 
ous cataloging codes of the past 15.3 years. 
The history of hgio-Amerimn cataloging has aiways been 
one of "third-party" cataloging; crsators of infomaSon have 
bad little involvement with the description and ciassifica- 
tion of their own works. This is rapidly changing. Web cre- 
ators are enbedding into their products metadata describ- 
ing the works. And, the notion of crea~or-generated rnetadata 
rather than etaloger-generated descriptions stskes up the 
"endisn?" mantra of work fcr catalogers once again. 
Web-based material was, to many librarians, initiai'iy con- 
sidered of such questionable quality that right-minded 
catalogers would obviously choose not to catalog ,nost of 
it. Once again the cataloging comrr.unity balked at this 
flood of new information requiring our organizational 
skills, just as it had balked 100 years previously. But by 
the end of the rniliennium, cataioging and the catalog were 
the subject of conferences, presentations, discussions acd, 
no doubt, arguments. Terms fro= the traditional nomen- 
clature of "cataloged record" to "metadata" were even de- 
bated. Many wrote and spoke of librarians' inabiilty to 
caralog this huge amount of new material. 
Information managers were predicticg that the tradibionai 
catalog and she traditional function of cataloging would 
end and that the component parts 3f the process and the 
product would fly apart under the weight of the We5 But 
this is not "endismn-predicting the complete disappear- 
ance of cataloging and those who do the work. Catalog- 
ers will not become obsolete in the near fuzure. The pa- 
pers and the responses presented at the November 9,000 
Library of Congress's Bicentenniai Conference "Biblio- 
graphic Control for the New Millennium" represent some 
of the z ~ o s t  houghtful and thought-provoking ideas on 
the role and future of cataloging, the catalog and those 
who practice librarianship. 
The huge increase in valuable digitai material available 
on the Web made it clear to many that standards and 
. . oibliographic contra1 =ust assist librarians and others in 
the description of Web-accessible materials. Information 
professionais are aot seeing the end of their careers but 
instead a resurgence of tkem. 
"%e fuc,L;ye ws $.aakirrsq BE-J?;~ 
w -. 
The Web, that common inforrcation space in which we 
communicate by sharing informatioc, is not mocolingnal. 
It is a polyglot space occupied by many communities s:.~cil 
as libraries, employees, pnbiishers, businesses, nruseums, 
news agencies and other entities. Beyond :he formal com- 
munities are millions of content prodccers, "publishing" 
:heir content without much thought given toward inven- 
tory control, especialiy by single individuais. 
Because of all that kad transpired during the iast third of 
the 20'" century, a review of the underlying principles of 
AACW began i s  1997 at the International Ccnference on 
the Principles and Futzre 3evelopment of AACR held in 
Toromo, Canada. Fartiripants agree6 that "content" ver- 
sus "carrier" problems are significant and must be ad- 
dressed sooner rather thac later. The expLosisn of digitai 
versions of materials, not just "b3rc digital" materials, 
has talk of allowing a single record to describe electronic 
and print journals and books. 
The year 2002 brings to the cataloging/bibiiographic con- 
trol world new sets of ruks, standards and gui6eIir.e~- 
particularly related to electronic and digital ~ateslals- 
with more forthcoming. Substantial cataloging rcle 
changes have recently been prcposed ar,d approved by 
the Joint Steericg Co-zmittee SSC) for Revision of AACW. 
Some of these changes have already beea impie~ented, 
with others soon tc be and i;pda:es to AACR2R sched- 
uled for pubiication ti is  year. The new rules apply lo the 
description of cartographic materials, electronic resources 
(both born digital and digital versions> and integrating 
resources of ail types (see sidebar opz page 33;. 
Following the historical path of information management 
acd the emergence of knowledge management allows us 
to observe that the early developers of cataloging rules 
acd classification sckemes established a meam for us to 
better organize information-both new and old. Where 
wonid our companies and organizaticns be, especially 
when today's technologies ailow for such rapid creation, 
expansion and changes to information, if it were nod for 
the ruies of organization that we continue to apply toward 
both traditional and rligital worlds in order to maintain a 
semblance of order? W7e r ~ u s t  have dedicated, technologi- 
cally-savvy, and highiy skilled librarians and inl'orr~aticc 
professionals, with the ability to apply existing and new 
rules for the organization of inlormatio~ in order to sur- 
vive what we face today and inta the fz-ture. Coqorate 
knowledge, and ail other forms of knowledge, still requims 
a foundation of ruies and guidelines to manage the infor- 
matior, wisely and appropriately lor the gcod of all. Q 
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Washington has a season unlike any 
other-the Budget Season. It begins 
early in the yearj when the president 
releases the White House's bndget 
blueprint an6 continues into the fail 
as lawmakers debate how federal 
programs will be funded in the com- 
ing year. This year the president's 
budge: blueprint contains good news 
for the information services comr~u- 
nity. Among the admir,istration's re- 
quests is a proposal for $10 million 
to be spent s n  recruiting Zibrarians. 
The White Mouse has suggested 
these funds be administered by the 
Institute of Museum and Library 
Services (HMLS] . Since YMLS is a fed- 
eral agency the admicistmtion's re- 
quest now faces the congressionai 
budget process. 
During this time the legislation will 
be reviewed and possibly altered by 
several committees and subcommir- 
tees in both the Souse and Senate. 
The following comxittees will play 
a large role in approving the 
president's request: Senate Budget 
Committee, House Budget Commit- 
tee, Senate Appropriations Commit- 
tee, Senate Appropriations Subcorn- 
mittee on Labor, Health and Buman 
Services and Education, the House 
Appropriations Committee, and the 
House Appropriations Subcommittee 
on Labor, Health an6 Human Ser- 
vices and Education. 
If affirmed, the monies wili provide 
financial aid to master's and doctoral 
candidates in the information sci- 
ences and develop distance-learning 
opportunities in rural areas. This a 
is great opportunity for S M  mem- 
bers to affect the fntnre of the infor- 
mateon profession. We are asking 
for your help in getting this initia- 
tive passed. 
Please contact your iocal represen- 
+ .aLive + and senators, especially if he/ 
she is a member of any of the above 
committees. i-90wever3 with contin- 
ued mail eompiications on the Hill, 
legislators and citizens are finding 
alternative ways of corresponding. 
Currentiy there are three reiiable 
options for getting your message to 
your elected officials. The Erst and 
most efficient way is to send an e- 
mail. Most representatives and sena- 
tors have a published e-mail address, 
which they are beginning to 2se 
mom frequently. Those that do not 
use e-mail usually have a form on 
their Web site that can be used for 
sensilng messages elechozically. 
The second way is to send a fax to 
the representative/senatorrs office 
in Washington, D.C. Staff usnaiiy 
coliect faxes two to three ti~.es a 
day and distribute the= with the 
mail. Most of these fax numbers are 
pubiisked. 
The thir6 way is re send a physical 
letter to a representative or senator's 
iocal office. Most members of Con- 
gress maintain several offices in their 
districr or sBte in order ro faciiitate 
a ciose relationship with tBeir con- 
stituents. These addresses are also 
generally published. 
When writing to a member of Gon- 
gress it is a good idea to wake your 
letter as personai as possible. I: is 
imporfan: that your message reflects 
your personal views. It is also irn- 
portanr that ycu write oniy to the 
represenrative from your district and 
senators from your state. This be- 
jng said, the following are some 
points you might want to inc>~de: 
An estinrated 40 percent of U,S, 
- .  ilbrary directors plan to retire 
withk 9 years. 
There is the potential for a critical 
shortage of knowledge workers 
while at rhe same d a e  the amount 
of informatioc is increasing. In- 
formation professionals are 
uniquely qualified to apply t S s  
knowledge effectively. 
Recruiting a new generation of li- 
brarians is vital for the econmnic, 
. . 
soclai and military protecrion of 
any free nation. 
it is importa~t o ensure that tech- 
nology is utilized by trained infor- 
mation professionals who under- 
stand the crucial rok of credible in- 
formation to cnr nation's security. 
Because of the large number of vot- 
ers a d  legislative measures, =em- 
bers of Congress generally oniy re- 
spond to =essages from constituents 
from their srate or district. However, 
feel free to ask your representative 
or senator to forward ymr comments 
to other appropriate menbers, which 
can be named in your letrer. l11 you 
are unsure about who your loczi rep- 
resentative is, or would like io get 
?he address for a disrrict office, go to 
the official House of Representatives 
(www.house.gov> or Senate Web site 
(~ww~senate.gov). 
If you choose to write your repre- 
sentative/senators, please forward 
your comments to SISh headquarters. 
Commeats should be sent to Doug 
Newcomb at doug@sia.org. This 
will help us get a sense of whar is 
important to you and to develop a 
common message for information 
professionals. 
- :-or an exawIe correspondence let- 
ter to your congressman or senator, 
go to Public Policy Central on Vir- 
+-T- :  SLft jwww,sla.org/:;. 

The TEACH Act retains the require- 
ment that only nonprofit educational 
institutions and government agen- 
cies qualify for the exemption it pro- 
vides. It broadens the exemption to 
the types of works thatmay be per- 
formed, relaxes limitations on the 
place of reception, but adds addi- 
tional reqirements and restrictions. 
These requirements are of three 
types: general requirements the 
transmitting insritution nus t  meet; 
infor=ation technology require- 
ments the institution must satisfy; 
and requirements the individual 
teacher must meet, certainly under 
the institution's supervision. 
EIigitsIe Transmitting Errstit~tiowis 
Onby accredited nonprofit educa- 
tional institutions and government 
bodies qualify for the exemption. 
The bill defines accreditation for 
post-secondary education as thar 
determined by regional or national 
accrediting agencies recognized by 
the U.S. Department of Education. 
For elementary and secondary edu- 
cation, however, accreditation 
means recognition by the appli- 
cable state licensing or certification 
procedures. 
Works Saabjjiect t a  t k e  Exe~pt iaz  
TEACH would expand the scope of 
works that may be performed or dis- 
played in distance education to alI 
categories of works, subject to two 
specific exc2rrsions. The first exciu- 
sion is for works "produced or mar- 
keted primarily for perform-n c ce or 
display as a part of mediated instruc- 
tional activities transmitred via digi- 
tal networks." This is aimed at pro- 
tecting the deveioping market for 
such materiais. The second exclu- 
sion is for performances or dispiays 
that use a copy or phonorecord. 
Even for the increased types of 
works that now may be performed 
or displayed, such performance or 
display is ifmiled. While perfor- 
mances of nondramatic literary and 
musical works are -enlimited; other 
types of works are restricted to "rea- 
sonable and iimited portiocs," 
which would not include the entire 
work. One deternines what con- 
saitures reasonabie and l i ~ i t e d  por- 
tions by considering both :he peda- 
gogical purposes of the perf a r r ~ a n r e  
and nature of the market for that 
type of work. For displays of works 
other than nondramatic literary and 
musicai works, the limit is a n  
amount comparable to that typically 
displayed in the traditional class- 
room. So, a display of ar, entire 
work might be appropriate and con- 
sistent with that which occurs in a 
face-to-face classrsom when the 
works are those such as images, 
short poercs, graphics and the like. 
Itwould not include displaying an 
entire bsok chapter or ariick. 
Btediated Hnr;tmcuetionaI Acti=&%ies 
Performances and dispiags rrrust be 
made "by, or at the direction of, or 
unCer the actual supervision of an 
instmctor as an integral part of a 
ciass session offered as a regular part 
of . . . systematic mediated instruc- 
tional activityr." This limitation does 
not eliminate enrolled student-initi- 
ated performances or displays as 
long as they are done under the 
instructor's supervision. Further 
requirements state the performance 
or display must be an integral part 
of ;he class session and not an unre- 
lated performance or display for ec- 
tefiainment. 
Limitations se Receipt of  
YransmSss%sns 
The TEACH Act eliminates the cnr- 
rent restsction thar transsnissions be 
received in a classroox or other 
place ncraally devoted to instrzc- 
tion except for disabled individuals 
who cannot attend a regciar class- 
roon1 or governmen; enpioyees who 
atrend 3 distance learning course 
embodying a performance of a copy- 
righted work as a part of the~r  o%- 
cia1 duties. in piace of ",e exsticg 
classroom restriction, TEACH re- 
quires the transmission be made 
solely to studenrs officially enroiied 
in the course 3:. 2 0  govern=ent em- 
pioyees who receive the iransnis- 
sion as a part of his or her official 
duties. 
Additional Safeguaxds to  
Counteract Mew Risks 
The use of digital transmission to 
deliver distance education subjects 
copyright holders 'lo greater nisks rhan 
did analog transnission. To deal with 
:he increased risk encountered by 
copy5ght holders, TEACH introduces 
t3ree types of new safeguards-edu- 
carional: infornational and rechno- 
Iogical. The Mbwing safeguard ap- 
gzks wkefzer the transn?kkm is digi- 
tal or analog. Trans~~itting bodies or 
institutions *at wish to take advan- 
rage of the exemption TEACH pro- 
v';des must implement copyright poii- 
ties; p r o ~ d e  infor~ation to p.embers 
of the universiry ceolmmnity that ac- 
czrately describes and promotes com- 
pl;ance with the copyrighr law; and 
provtde notice to recipients ;hat ma- 
terials used in the course may be szb- 
ject to copyright. 
if the transmission is digital, the 
transmitting body musf apply tech- 
nological xeasures ?hat prevent re- 
tention cf the copyrighted work by 
information outiook 
recipients for longer than the class session and further 
unauthorized dissemination of the work. "Class session" 
is generally defined as the period duricg which a stu- 
dent is logged onto the server. 
B.anslent and Temporary Copies 
TEACH exempts from liability those who participate in 
digitally rransmitted performances and displays that are 
authorized by reason of copies or phonorecords made 
tl-.rough automatic technical process for transmission 
or any distribution therefrom. 
E$~emeraX R~acordings 
In order to make asynchronous education a reality, how- 
ever, trarrsmitting institutions must be able to place on 
their servers works that will be performed or displayed 
for such courses. This means even more than one ephem- 
era! reccrding if necessary to carry out the digital trans- 
mission. Any ephemeral recordings so made must be 
used exclusively for transmissions authorized under the 
a mended Section 110 (2). 
In the simarion where there is no digital version avail- 
able to the institution or if the available digital version 
is subject to tech~ological measures that prevent its use 
for the distance education course, the institution may 
digitize the analog version subject to the limitation that 
sllch ~igitization is restricted to the portion of such works 
authorizeri to be performed under Section 110 (2). 
Rebtianship ts Fair Use and G ~ ~ k r a & x d  Obtigztiants 
The TEACH Act agrees with the statement in the Register's 
Report that the fair use doc'sine is still available and noih- 
ing in the bill is intended to limit or alter the scope of fair 
use. Further, r,ot%ng in TEACH is intended to alter the 
existiqg relationship between the exemptions under copy- 
right law and licensing restrictions 
PTQ Report 
The Patent and Trademark Office is called upon to con- 
dlzct a srudy and prepare a report for the information of 
Congress only. The report will address technologicai 
protection systems to protect copyrighted works in digi- 
tal form but wiil have no impact on the meaning or 
applicability of either the Copyright Act or of TEACH. 
5.487 does not deal with other uses of copyrighted works 
ia digital distance education. For example, it does not 
cieai with basic library issues concerning providing mate- 
rials to distance education students through electronic re- 
serves or other digital library resources. Since these ac- 
tivities do not imolve pefionnances and displays unde~  
Section 110(2), they were viewed as being outside the scope 
of this amendment. Thus, the application of TEACH to 
libraries is severely limited since the provision of Iibrav 
senices to users is viewed as covered under Section 108. 
Service 
around 
the book 
[The LSL Boston.com LLC is a service 
provider for libraries in: 
Universities Research 
Technical Colleges Corporate 
Institutes Consulting 
Our service ranges fkom lamination 
over the LSL Book Detective Tw 
to individual electronic invoices. 
You can find our request form under: 
www.,LSLBoston. corn] 
al l  a 
Peter Drucker's greatest legacy be- 
yond his writings on managernes 
may be his work as a teacher and a 
writer about the twin worlds of 
teaching and learning. 
The keynote speaker at the 20.32 
Special Libraries Association Annual 
Conference in Los Angeles this June 
has taught in various universities for 
more than 50 years. Since 1971, he 
has been a professor at the schooI 
now named for him, The Peter F. 
Dmcker Graduate School of Manage- 
ment at the Clarernont Graduate 
University in California. 
A number of his books and artides 
discuss his views on education at 
all levels. He gives mazy examples 
from his own teaching, and his ob- 
servations of other teachers. He is 
now the star attraction for an e- 
learning company, Corpedia 
[www.corpedia.corn), with the Pe- 
ter F. Drucker Executive Aknage- 
rnent Series. 
In an interview Iast year, I asked 
Drucker what made this series dif- 
ferent and unique. He replied, '" . .we 
spent endless hours in developing 
the format that fits the new mediurr,. 
Most sf the learning xaterial now 
offered seems to me to be little dif- 
ferent from an ordinary college 
course . . . 1 learmd more than bC. 
years ago that a new medium zeeds 
not only a new message [I learned 
that  from my friend Marshall 
~WcLuhan) but even more a new and 
different format ... In the Corpedia 
learning devices we built in a nun-  
ber of featura that make the online 
experience distinct and different.'; 
Drucker constantly prods his read- 
ers to think about such questions as 
"What makes an educated person?" 
or "How do I learn? Am I a reader or 
listener?" He also ha=rners home tihe 
=essage that no rr~atter how much 
education you possess, learning is a 
. ~ -  i:;etlme affair. 
The implications for SLth rnezbers 
are clear. Many of us are involved in 
teaching and other forms of instruc- 
tion and often we are encouraged to 
think of our workplaces as '"earn- 
ing organizations." Some of us work 
in companies that sponsor their cwn 
in-house "universities." 
In his book r"vIamgi~zg For The F i D ~ r a ,  
Drucker wsires cf the benefits of 
teaching for knowledge workers: 
-'.. .knowledge peopie and service 
people learn the most when they 
teach. The best way to improve the 
prodhictivity of the star salespersor, 
is for him or her to present 'ti?_e se- 
crets of n y  success' at a sales coa- 
venson. The best way ior the surgeon 
to improve his or her pedosmance is 
to give a raIk about it at :he county 
medical society ... It is often being 
said that in the informath age eu- 
ery ezrerpr5se has to become a learn- 
ing institution. It also has to Seco,xe 
a teaching institution. 
In a wondesul chapter fro= his 1978 
memoirs, Advenlzixs sf a Sysiander 
(reissued in 1498 with a new pref- 
ace), Drucker Iavishes qeclal praise 
on Miss Elsa and Miss Sqky,  his 
forz~h gralie teachers in Vienca. He 
describes in detzii what he Iearsed 
from them, and whaf he didn't. (He 
didz't learn good handwri';ing or the 
skills sf shop class, b-~t  admits it was 
his faulr, nor theirs.) 
Ze describes the dancer Martha G m  
ham, a colleague at Bemington Ce4- 
7 .  iege m Vermont, where he :aught 
%urhg the 1940s, as "a teacher of 
extraordinary power.. .equally effec- 
riare with both beginners and xas-  
ters, and :aught both exac:ly the 
same way -' 
Anather chapter descebes two sf t$e 
zost  famous teachers of the 2Gfi cen- 
tury, both of whozz were Iongtime 
friends of %s, 'v~7elI before they be- 
came stars: X. B x k d n s t e r  Fuller 
and Marshal1 Mck~ihan, 
In the chapter o~ Miss Elsa and Miss 
Soghli, he observes, "Teaching is a 
gift. One is 5srn with if, the way the 
Beethovens and Rubens and  
Sinsteins were born with their gifts. 
Teacking 4s personalityi, rsther than 
skill or practice." 
Put Drucker hfgh on the Ifst of born 
teachers. 
Selected Bibia'agraphy: 
Adverrtzres of a Bysrcnder [John Wiky & Sons, 1998) 
Tire Essential Drrrcker @arperCollins,2031; 
Marragement Cfmllerzges for the 21" Century {HarperBusiness,l999; 
2001 paperback; 
1Morxzging For t.ke Frz:rrre [Truman Taiiey 'Boaks/Piume, 1993 paper- 
back editionj 
Post-Capitalist SocieQ {HarperBusiness, 1994 paperback edition) 
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Twenty-,QBne Emerge as the  
Best a$ the Hnfwmatiors 
Pmfession 
Twenty-one individuals Save 
emerged as the 'Best of the Informa- 
tion Profession" and will be honored 
by the Special Libraries Asscciation 
@LA; at the 93rd Anma1 Conference 
in Los Angeles, California, June 8- 
13, 2C02. Reciients of the 2302 
awards will be honored at the first 
Annuai S M  Awards and Hozors Pre- 
nlier (formeriy the Ciosing Gala: at 
the Biitmore Kotei oc  Wednesday, 
June 13, 20.32. 
Induction into tbe SLA KalI of FaEe 
is granted to =embers at or near the 
end of an active professional career 
for an extended and sustained period 
of distinguished service to the asso- 
ciati02 in all spheres. This year's 
winners are: Mary E. Dickerson, ex- 
ecative director (retired). Ontario 
Legislative LISrary. Toronto, Ontario, 
Canada; Elizabeth "Betty' Edd~son, 
fou~der  and vice presrdent, Inmagic, 
Incorporated, PJosurn, Mass., USA; 
and Richard t. Fankhouser, profes- 
sor emeritus (retired:, Library Sci- 
ence. Furdue 'cTciversity, West 
tafayette, !nd., USA. 
Named in honor of the founder of 
SLA, the John Cotton Dana Award is 
conferred upon a member for excep- 
tional service tc special librarianshi?. 
This year's recipient is -Miriam A, 
Drake, professor emeritus [retired:, 
Georgia Instifurs of Technology, At- 
lanta, Ga., USA. 
The Rose L. Vormelker Award is 
$ive~, to a m e ~ b e r  for exceptional 
service to the profession of special 
librarianship via  ent to ring students 
and/or practicing professionals in the 
iield. This vear's recipients are: Billie 
Connor Dominguez, manager, Busi- 
ness and Econo=ics Depart2nent acd 
Science, Technology and Patents De- 
part-tment, Los Angeies Public Li'crary, 
Los Angeles, Calif., USA; and Yettie 
Seaberry, director, Minority Business 
Informition Center, Sationai Mincr- 
ity Suppliers Develo~mect Council, 
New York, N.Zr., USA. 
Fellcws of the Special Libraries As- 
sociatior, are caiied upon to advise 
the association's board cf directors, 
alert the membership to issnes and 
rrends warranticg acrion and are rec- 
ogcized as active SLA m e d x r s  with 
kture leadership potential for the as- 
sociation. The 2GG2 §-LA FeEows are: 
Lynce M. McCay, assistant director for 
T 
~nrorna t ion  Research, Library of 
Congress, Washfngton, D.C., USA; 
Peter S. Moon, nanager, Virtcal in- 
SorEation Center, Nartford Steam 
3oiIe-i Inspectitior and Insurance Com- 
pany, Hartford, Conn,: USA; Chariene 
Baldwin Reed: dean of the library, 
Chapman University, Orange, Calif., 
USA; and Sandy E .  Spurlock, re- 
search librarian, Lovelace Respiratory 
Research Institute, Albuqrrerqne, 
N. M.; USA. 
The Factiva Leadership Awxd is pre- 
sented to a mexber who exemlifies 
leadership as a special librarian 
thrc;ugL excelience in personal and 
professional competencies. The win- 
ner of this year's award is Thomas 
7. rearon, library director, Lehman 
Brorhers, Incorporated, New Uork, 
N.Y., USA. The Fac',iva Leadership 
Award is based 33 the accia~med 
"Campetmcies for Special Librarians 
of the 21" Centmy," which can be 
found on Virraal S7A (wwk;r.sla.org). 
-. i ne Incovations in  Technoiogy 
Award recognizes information profes- 
siocals for their innovative use and 
application of technology in a spe- 
cial library settmg. Ti-is year's win- 
ner is G a ~ y  D, Price, Gary Price t:- 
brary Research arld Icterne? Gcnsult- 
ing, Vienna, Virginia, USA. "rice 1s 
recognized for his innovative Web 
Xeference CozpiIa'Lions, which is ar, 
invalrrable tool for librarians, re- 
searchers and ail web browsers, of- 
fering an organized scheme for re- 
search oc the W&. 
The SLA President's Award is gven 
amuaiIy to a member who during 
:he previous year has s t o v ~ n  a ccm- 
aitment to :he developnent of the 
zssociarion as the premier organiza- 
tion for i ~ f o r ~ a t i o n  -,rofessionals. 
This year ithe award is cosfexed u p r ,  
the Chairs of the Task Forces: CaroI 
L. Ginsbcrg, chair of the Sranding 
Task Force and nanaging director 
and global head of Business Informa- 
tion Services, 7eutsche Bank AG, 
N.Y., ESA; Judith Z. Field, chair of 
the Conference Task Force and senior 
lecturer, Library ard Information Sci- 
ence Progra-am, VJayne State Univer- 
sity, DeProi;, Mich., X A ;  L. Suzi 
- - 
nzyes, chair of the Simplification 
Task Force, and previoxsly construc- 
tion coordinator, Nova Southeastern 
University, Ft. huderdale, EIa., USA; 
Xrhel M. Saionen, chair of the Part- 
nership Task Force, Lexington, Mass., 
USA; Barbara 19 Semonche, first chair 
of the Membershi? Task Force and 
-. itbrary director, University of North 
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